Meat Puppets                                              2012-11-06   Mexicali Blues   Teaneck    NJ    USA                                              master sbd/aud matrix

** note this is a mix of only 4 of 8 tracks I recorded. two stereo pairs were placed on stage : one at stage center, the other at stage left  facing curt's rig.  an 8-track matrix will follow, as v2.0

sbd :  XLR tape outs > Tascam DR-40 > XLR > wav 24-96 > xACT > flac (level 8)
aud : Tascam DR-40 internal mics > wav 24-96 > xACT > flac (level 8) - on 6ft stand at sbd (40 ft stage right center)

matrix : aud and sbd flacs > audacity (tracking, mix, fades, downsampling)


00. intro
01. i'm a mindless idiot
02. comin' down
03. the monkey and the snake
04. up on the sun
05. touchdown king
06. plateau
07. lantern
08. sam
09. lost
10. where does the little tear come from?  [marge barton, fred macRae]
11. open wide
12. oh, me
13. improvisation >
14. backwater
16. seal whales
17. maidens milk
18. orange
19. goin' to graceland [paul simon]
20. sloop john b [trad]  > 
21. lake of fire
22. hey baby que paso? [doug sahm]
23. she's about a mover [doug sahm] **
24. outro music

curt kirkwood : guitar, vocals, **drums
cris kirkwood : bass, vocals
elmo kirkwood : guitar
shandon sahm : drums, **guitar and vocals

recording and matrix by mikeL : thanks to FOH engineer for the patch and for sharing his time and space in the booth

never for sale
please share this recording with these notes and in lossless formats only : mp3 for personal use only. 
this will ensure that all can enjoy this recording with the fidelity intended.  thank you. enjoy!

please support the meat puppets (www.themeatpuppets.com) by purchasing their official releases and attending their live shows.


